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Our aim is to characterize the simple groups PSL(2,p”), p = 3 (mod Lz), 
n > 1 and odd. The intermediate theorems are stated in a more general form 
than required for the proof of the above mentioned result and couId serve as 
a basis for a similar characterization of the other PSL(2, p”) groups with oddp. 
It is also shown, that the Frobenius groups are the only ones that satisfy a 
similar, but somewhat more restrictive, set of conditions. 
Before stating the results some remarks and definitions are necessary. We 
follow closely the notation and the terminology of a previous paper [I]. The 
only exception is that the prime number 3 used there is substituted by an 
arbitrary odd prime number p. Thus 3-groups, elements of order 3, etc, read 
p-groups, elements of order p, etc. 
One of the following hypotheses will be assumed in the following theorems: 
HYPOTHESIS A. The$nite group G of order g contains a CC-subgroup M of 
order m, and [lV(M):M] = q. Moreover: 
0) qf Am--l; 
(ii) M is not faormal in G; 
(iii) M is not cyclic; 
(iv) M is not a non-AbeZian p-group with [M: M’] < 4qL; 
(v) there exists an odd prime divisor p of m such that, wheuever 
x~M~,y,x~G~,x~=y~=~~=l,andxy=.a, 
then y  E M, unless y  and z are conjkgate in G to x and x-1, respectively. 
HYPOTHESIS B. The Jinite group G satisjies Hypothesis A, Furthermore, q is 
an odd number. 
HYPOTHESIS C. The jkite group G of order g contains a CC-subgroup M oj 
order m, and [N(M): M] = q. Moreover: 
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(I) 42 l,m--1; 
(II) M is not a non-Abe&an p-group with [M: M’] < 4p2; 
(III) there exists an odd prime divisor p of m such that, whenever 
x E M#, y, x E G#, x” = yp = .zp = 1, and xy = z, 
thenyEM; 
(IV) M has more than q eleme-nts of order p. 
Remark. Theorem 2.2.e in [I] implies that if q > mile -1 then con- 
ditions (II) and (IV) are always satisfied. 
THEOREM 1. Let G satisfy Hypothesis A. Then M is an Abelian group of 
odd order. 
THEOREM 2. Let G satisfy Hypothesis A and suppose that M is elementary 
Abelian. Thn. q = J(m - 1) and G is a simple group. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a jizite group containing a subgroup M of order m 
which satisfies the followirjg conditions: 
(a) M is a non-cyclic, elementary AbeliaTc p-group; 
(b) Vx E M#, C,(x) C M; 
(c) Assumption (v) of Hypothesis A holds. 
Then one of the followitzg statements is true: 
(A) M is normal in G; G is a Frobenious group. 
(B) [N(M): M] = q = &(m - 1); G is a simple group. 
(C) [N(M): MJ == q = m - 1; G is a simple group. 
(D) [N(M): MJ = q = nz - 1; G contains a simple normal subgroup of 
index 2 and of type (B). 
THEOREM 4. Let G satisfy Hypothesis B. Then 
m = p”, q = +(m - 1) arzd G s .PSL(2, p”), n > 1. 
[Since q is assumed to be odd, it follows that p 3 3 (mod 4) and ti is odd.] 
THEOREM 5. Let G satisfy Hypothesis C. Then M is normal in G and G is a 
Frobenious group. 
In order to prove Theorems 1-4, only minor changes are required in the 
proofs of the corresponding Theorems 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 5.1 in [I], since the 
properties of the number 3 were used there mainly to derive Theorem 4.1, 
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which follows immediately from the assumption (v) of Hypothesis A (with p 
instead of 3). The minor changes refered above are needed in particular in 
Corollary 4.7 and Lemma 5.14 and they are left to the reader. 
I f  p = 2, it is known [2] [3], that the groups SL(2,29, rz > 1 are charac- 
terized by the assumptions of Hypothesis d. In that case the condition (v) is 
trivial, and the condition (iii) is unnecessary. Since for odd p the groups 
PSL(2, p”), n > 1 satisfy Hypothesis A, it seems reasonable to conjecture, in 
view of Theorem 4, that the only groups satisfying Hypothesis -4 are the ones 
just mentioned. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It will be shown that the assumption that M is not 
normal in G leads to a contradiction. Our main tool is the modified Theorem 
4.1 in [I], which holds because of the assumption (v) of Hypothesis A. 
First suppose that c = 0. Then sijB = c.~~, for (ij, K) E E implies, in view 
of Eq. (1) and Theorem 3.2 in [I], that 
4m(Bijk + q) = (g/Q(@ijk + x18) for all @, j, k) E E. 
Since q?Tz = geq/xl yields g < ms in contradiction to Theorem 2.3.~ in [I], 
all the Bijk, (i, j, k) E E are equal to each other. Consequently, since M is 
Abelian by Theorem 1, all the Siili , (i, j, k) E E are equal to each other. On the 
other hand, the assumption (IV) of Hypothesis C implies that to > 2, and the 
equations 
lead to a contradiction. 
NOW assume that c + 0. Then (by [I], Theorem 3.1) q > ml’” - 1 and M 
is elementary Abelian. We consider first the case when t 3 3. Then there 
exist (i, j, k), (m, 72, o) E E such that aijk = 1 and S,,, = 0. If  q is even, take 
(i, j, k) = (1, 1, 2) and (m, n, o) = (1, 2, 3); if q is odd and 1* = 2, take 
(Cj, k) = (L&3) and (m, n, 0) = (1, 1,2). Since Sij% = cijk and s,~,, = 
c,~,,, , it follows by Eq. (1) and Corollary 3.1 in [I], that 
q(BziE - B,,J = m(siil, - smno) = mL (L an integer), 
a subtraction yields 
m2L = (g/x,)(cmL + cm). 
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the inequality following from the fact that E = + 1, c and L are integers, and 
E + (c/L) > 0. Furthermore, using Lemma 3.1 in [I] we get 
g < mq(l c I + 1) ,< (mQ)[(m - w2 + 1 + g. 
Since q > m r/a - 1, t < m1i2 + 1; also, x12 < g/t. Therefore 
g” < 9m2g(m - 1)/t”, 
9 m-l 
g<tZt 
9 m2 < - qmz = qm2, 
9 
in contradiction to [I], Theorem 2.3.~. 
Finally, let t = 2. Then the equations 
4 - 1 = $222 + s212 > 4 = k% + s212 
yield s222 - sl12 = -1. Using the same subtraction method as before-this 
time with respect to B,,, and B,,,-and noting that a,,, - S,,, = 2 and 
L = -1, we get 
g = mx,/(e - 2c) < nwc, , g < m2 
in contradiction to [Z], Theorem 2.3.~. The proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
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